AALEKHYA 2022- 2NDANNUAL ART AND PHOTOGRAPHY
EXHIBITION
03rd-04th NOVEMBER 2022
Expressions-The Fine Arts Society and Frames- The Photography Club of Gitarattan International
Business School organized “Aalekhya 2022” – 2nd Annual Art and Photography Exhibition on
03rd & 04th November 2022.The Theme of the event was ““Ordinary to Extra-Ordinary”

The purpose of this exhibition is to provide participant a platform to reveal their works and share it to
the world. Another objective of conducting workshops is to make aspiring artist to exercise and
demonstrate the use and mastery of the elements of arts and photography. There were 400 plus
entries for both the art work and photography work from various academies and institutions.
Expressions FRAMES Presents AALEKHYA 2022- The 2nd Annual Art & Photography Exhibition
that promotes the art & photography expertise and skills of the graduation aspirants. Aalekhya 2022
was a two-day offline event held on 3rd& 4th November 2022. It gave a platform to the students to

enthusiasts sharing common interests. The event promoted spirit of participation and willingness to
learn among the peers.
On the first day, the event was marked by the inauguration of the exhibition where students got a
chance to display their creative work in form of art and photographs The exhibition was viewed by
the Mr. Prateek Dhavan founder and director of Delhi college of photography and Mr. Vijay Kumar
manager director of autography studio they appreciated the prospective of the creative creator.
That’s was not all We are committed to actualize the potential of the participants. To The exhiation
was much enrich the experience of this festival, a photography competition named snapshot and a
face painting makeup competition named Shine & Shadow was Scheduled for the enthusiasts on day
1. The day was full of creativity, knowledge sharing, and excitement. From the whimsical artwork to
the truthful photographs, each corner of exhibitonwas filled with the tremendous hardwork put in by
Gibsians andstudents of neighboring colleges who were also invited to participate in Aalekhya so
that they can also become a part of the program and a bond can be made in a healthy socio-cultural
environment.
Day 2 had free workshops for budding artists and photographers. The art workshop was on modern
art conducted by Mr. Ashwanikumar Prithvivasi and the photography workshop was on portrait
photography conducted by Mr. Abhimanyu. The competitions and workshops were designed to add
significant value to the learner’s understanding covering relevant knowledge, practical skills and
positive attitude.

The Artwork and the Photography done by the students intrigued everyone incredibly and dazzled
their consideration. Both the workshops were fully informative and experiential. The exhibition
remained open on day two for everyone and was followed by valedictory ceremony. Guest of
Honor,Mr. Abhimanyu addressed the gathering and provided his valuable insights about the
exhibition and the creative work done by the participants. The event was concluded by the vote of
thanks by President of Expression and Frames Society
Prepared by: Ms. Simran Jain, Assistant Professor,GIBS.

